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Looking for the
right words?

Did you
know?
By studying the Cambridge Learner
Corpus, the Cambridge Dictionaries
team were able to identify the classic
learner errors that occur time and time
again. Now you can become aware of
these errors … before you make them.
The Corpus also helps to identify the
words that advanced learners overuse,
such as correct, understand or
think. The most frequently overused
words have been identiﬁed and given
helpful thesaurus panels throughout
the dictionary.
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Look no further than
Cambridge Dictionaries
dictionary.cambridge.org
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Cambridge Dictionaries Online
Upper-intermediate to advanced
B2 - C2

Wherever you are, log on to
Cambridge Dictionaries Online
for instant deﬁnitions, PLUS:
✔ Audio pronunciation of every word
✔ A built-in thesaurus for easy reference
✔ Frequency information to show you
the most important words to learn
✔ Pictures to help you understand and
remember new words

New features coming soon:
Ó Word of the Day a new word every
day to improve your vocabulary
Ó New Words the latest words to enter
the English language
Ó About Words regular articles and
facts about words
Ó Play with Words fun games and
activities to practise vocabulary

dictionary.cambridge.org
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Study on the move!
Now available on your iPhone:
✔ Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary Third edition
✔ Cambridge Learner’s Dictionary Third edition
✔ Cambridge Phrasal Verbs Dictionary
✔ Cambridge Idioms Dictionary
And for your Blackberry or Smartphone:
✔ Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary Third edition
✔ Cambridge Dictionary of American English Second edition
✔ Cambridge Phrasal Verbs Dictionary
✔ Cambridge Idioms Dictionary
✔ Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary English-Chinese
✔ Cambridge Learner’s Dictionary English-Chinese
For links to these and other cambridge dictionaries, go to:

www.cambridge.org/elt/mobiledictionaries
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Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
Third edition

B2-C2

UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

Ideal for FCE, CAE, CPE, BEC and IELTS preparation
M

D-RO

C

This new edition of the Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary has been specially designed to
help you become a ﬂuent speaker of English.
t Hundreds of new words
t Clear deﬁnitions
t More pictures and illustrations to highlight variations in meaning

The most frequently used words are highlighted, and ‘Word partner’ boxes show you how to use words together
in the most natural way. The new ’Extra Help’ section includes maps, full-page illustrations and photos, and the
innovative ‘Let’s Talk’ section shows you how people really speak in day-to-day situations.

I consider the
CD-ROM the
best on the market. I
would give this item
six stars, if only I
could.

Thesaurus panels give alternatives to overused words, and there are now even more Common Mistake boxes:
informed by the Cambridge Learner Corpus and based on real student errors taken from Cambridge ESOL papers,
they help you to become aware of typical errors before you make them.
This dictionary is available in hardback and paperback with or without CD-ROM.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

Interactive exercises including
exam practice and real past papers
for IELTS, FCE, CAE, CPE and BEC.

Customer review, Amazon.co.uk

Listen to every word in British and
American English and record your
own voice for comparison.

QUICKﬁnd, a mini pop-up version
of the dictionary, for instant
deﬁnitions when surﬁng the web
or reading on screen.

Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary CD-ROM
UNIQUE! Cambridge SMART thesaurus
– turn the dictionary into a thesaurus at
the click of a button.
Extra collocation information and thousands of
example sentences.

dictionary.cambridge.org

Dictionaries

Cambridge Learner’s Dictionary
Third edition
INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

B1-B2

Ideal for PET and FCE preparation
D-RO

C

Packed full of useful study hints and extras, the Cambridge Learner’s Dictionary helps you on your way
to becoming a conﬁdent, natural English speaker.
t Clear deﬁnitions, written especially for intermediate-level students
t Thousands of examples to put the language into context
t NEW! ‘New Words’ section ensures that your English is up to date

New improved and expanded study pages include the innovative ‘Talk’ section, showing you how people
really speak in day-to-day situations, and new Word Partner boxes show you how to use words together in
the most natural way.
New Thesaurus boxes give alternatives to overused words, and Learner Error notes – informed by the
Cambridge Learner Corpus and based on real student errors taken from Cambridge ESOL papers – help you
to become aware of typical errors before you make them.
This dictionary is available in paperback with or without CD-ROM.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

Listen to every word in
British and American
English and record your
own voice for comparison.

Hundreds of interactive vocabulary exercises
for extra practice – use on-screen, or print out
for classroom use.

QUICKﬁnd, a mini pop-up version
of the dictionary, for instant
deﬁnitions when surﬁng the web
or reading on screen.

Cambridge Learner’s Dictionary CD-ROM
UNIQUE! SMART thesaurus – to build
vocabulary and create topic-related word
lists at the click of a button.

dictionary.cambridge.org

M
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Cambridge Essential English Dictionary
BEGINNER TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE

Ideal for KET, PET and Starters, Movers and Flyers Tests preparation
With short deﬁnitions that are easy to understand, the Cambridge Essential English Dictionary
helps you build conﬁdence along with your vocabulary.
Short, natural example sentences show learners exactly how the language is used, and there are
hundreds of illustrations for those words that are more simply explained with a picture.
t Lots of example sentences put the language into context
t Unique ‘Phrasal Verbs to Learn’ section focuses attention on essential language
This dictionary is available in paperback and a Skills for Life edition is also available.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

See also…
Essential
Grammar in Use
Page 57

Cambridge School
Dictionary
INTERMEDIATE TO
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

B1-B2

D-RO

C

The Cambridge School Dictionary is the
perfect study companion for learners
studying other subjects through English.

M

Ideal for CLIL, bilingual schools and
International GCSE preparation

With vocabulary from all the main CLIL and
International GCSE topics – from science, maths and
computing to farming, geography and literature – the
Cambridge School Dictionary gives you the conﬁdence
and support you need to learn in English, whatever
the subject.
The CD-ROM makes studying even easier. It contains
the whole dictionary in a handy searchable format,
PLUS:
t UNIQUE! SMART Thesaurus to help ﬁnd
alternatives to overused words
t QUICKﬁnd, a mini pop-up version of the dictionary,
for instant deﬁnitions when surﬁng the web or
reading on screen
t Hundreds of interactive vocabulary exercises
You can also listen to every word in British and
American English and record your own voice for
comparison.
This dictionary is available in paperback with or without
CD-ROM.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

Cambridge School Dictionary CD-ROM

dictionary.cambridge.org

A1-B1
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Cambridge English
Pronouncing
Dictionary

The CD-ROM contains every entry from the paper
dictionary, and with spoken British and American
pronunciations for every word there’s no need to
understand phonetic symbols to get the pronunciation
right!

17th edition

t Search by alphabetic characters or phonetic
symbols
t Record your own voice for comparison
t Try the interactive pronunciation exercises for extra
practice

Daniel Jones
Edited by Peter Roach, Jane Setter
and James Hartman

D-RO

C

The ultimate guide to pronunciation in
English! Thousands of pronunciations not
shown in general dictionaries are included,
from scientiﬁc and technological terms
to people and places in the news (e.g.
cybercrime, podcast, Darfur, Karzai).

B2-C2

M

INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY

This dictionary is available in hardback and paperback with or
without CD-ROM.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

See also…

Based on the classic work by Daniel Jones, the 17th
edition – featuring 80,000 entries and 220,000 British
and American pronunciations – is edited by three of
the most distinguished phonetics scholars working
today.

English Pronunciation in Use
Page 62

t Lively study pages help with common areas of
difﬁculty
t 200 information panels explain phonetics
terminology and the relationship between spelling
and sound

Cambridge Phrasal
Verbs Dictionary

Cambridge Idioms
Dictionary

Second edition

Second edition

INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY

INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY

B2-C2
Clear explanations and guidance on usage
help learners master this difﬁcult, yet
essential, aspect of the English language.
Thousands of example sentences show
phrasal verbs in typical contexts and illustrations help
to clarify meaning.
t Thematic section shows phrasal verbs in topic
groups to aid vocabulary expansion
Focusing on approximately 6,000 phrasal verbs
current in British, American and Australian English,
the most common phrasal verbs are highlighted so
that you know which are the most useful to learn.
This dictionary is available in hardback and paperback.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

B2-C2

This dictionary clearly explains the use
of over 7,000 idioms current in British,
American and Australian English, helping
you to use them with conﬁdence.
t Clear explanations and example sentences for
EVERY idiom
t Lively illustrations help clarify meaning
Common idioms are highlighted so you know which
are the most useful to learn and a handy ‘Topic
section’ covers useful language areas such as telling
stories, and agreeing and disagreeing.
This dictionary is available in hardback and paperback.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

dictionary.cambridge.org
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Cambridge Dictionary
of American English

Cambridge
Learner’s Dictionary
English–Turkish

Second edition

NEW
A2-B2

D-RO

Specially designed for Turkish learners of
English, this dictionary gives deﬁnitions
D-RO
in English with translations in Turkish. The
CD-ROM contains the whole dictionary in a handy,
searchable format.

M

C

t Usage notes help you avoid common mistakes
t Frequency information helps you identify the words
you need to know

Cambridge Essential
English Dictionary
English–Arabic

Based on the world’s largest corpus of written and
spoken American English, and written and edited in
the USA by native speakers of American English, the
new edition includes more than 60,000 meanings
and full-sentence examples that show how English is
really used.

M

PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

C

B1-B2

NEW
A1-A2

BEGINNER TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE

C

This dictionary and CD-ROM, specially
designed for Arabic-speaking learners of
D-RO
English, features clear deﬁnitions, colour
illustrations and hundreds of example sentences.

This dictionary is available in paperback with or without
CD-ROM.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

Diccionario Bilingue
Cambridge Compact
Spanish–English

M

INTERMEDIATE TO
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

The best American English learner’s dictionary
is now even better! This second edition is
packed with new words (DSL, morph, PDA,
retro, wiki), clear deﬁnitions and guidewords
to help you ﬁnd the meaning you want –
fast!
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A2-B2

BEGINNER TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

A Spanish-English bilingual dictionary speciﬁcally
written to meet the needs of Spanish learners of
English.

Diccionario Bilingue
Cambridge Pocket
Spanish–English

Cambridge Dictionary
of American Idioms

Cambridge Academic
Content Dictionary

A handy pocket-sized bilingual dictionary, specially
designed for Spanish learners of English.

Edited by Paul Heacock

This dictionary deﬁnes the vocabulary
students need to succeed in high school and
beyond.

D-RO

M

B1-B2

C

INTERMEDIATE TO
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

With more than 2,000 key vocabulary items
from content areas such as American and
world history, social studies, math, the arts, chemistry,
earth science and physics, it also includes the more
general vocabulary used in academic writing and
speech, such as analyze, derive and subsequent.
Based on extensive corpus research and developed
with the needs of English learners in mind, this
dictionary also provides full coverage of the everyday
words and phrases students need to know.
This dictionary is available in paperback with or without
CD-ROM.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

INTERMEDIATE TO
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

A1-B1

ELEMENTARY TO INTERMEDIATE

B1-B2

Based on American English texts in the
Cambridge International Corpus, this
dictionary unlocks the meaning of more than
5,000 contemporary idiomatic phrases.
Full-sentence examples show how idioms are really
used, and a topic index helps ﬁnd idioms related to
subjects such as health, money, feelings and truth.
This dictionary is available in paperback.
For complete ISBN listings, see pages 97–104.

… handy and wellthought-out … this is
delightfully uncluttered and userfriendly …
Thomas Gale Reference Review

dictionary.cambridge.org

Cambridge Klett Concise
Polish–English Dictionary
PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

A2-B2

A fully bilingual dictionary, specially designed for
Polish learners of English. Clear deﬁnitions and
coloured guidewords help you to ﬁnd the meaning
that you want quickly and easily.

ISBN details for all of these dictionaries can be found on pages
97–104.

